


Sadly, mastering Facebook Ads
Manager alone will not bring you
success. 

It would be like trying to learn to
play the guitar with only one string.



We believe that Facebook
Marketing Success needs a 

Six-String Approach.



Use Facebook's advanced tools to
define, create and then save YOUR
target audiences for advertising

#2: Audience Creation

 How do I do that Graham? 
Keep swiping for tips..



If you try looking for B2B data like the
LinkedIn example below, you're doomed
to failure! Instead, you just need to
switch your thinking too..

Facebook is not LinkedIn



Business owners are people too. With
your target avatar in mind ( String #1)

consider the types of
media/publications that would interest
them -then look for those on Facebook!

The help YOUR clients need?

3.8Mn in the UK



People who know you!
Audiences can be created for anyone
who has visited your website or
engaged with your Facebook /Instagram
content. 



If you have a Facebook Ad Account you
have a tracking pixel - put it on your
website TODAY!  That way the website
visitor data will be accumulating for
when you are ready to start!

Website tracking - start NOW



..most of us don’t have 100,000 website
visitors per day, so we’ll need to grow
our own audiences.

Create Engagement Audiences



Page engagement audiences take time
to build in size, there is a faster way by
using VIDEO content.

This one is a whole topic in its own right!
 I will cover details in String # 5

 “How to get creative” 
 

but breaks down like this...

Faster Audience Building



Identify a problem for your avatar -GDPR 
Create video content* that shows you
understand the problem
Create a Video engagement audience by
running a Video views campaign targeting a
broad  relevant audience 
Video views can cost less than £0.03 to create)

Video views breakdown

(*4-6 images can create "video")



We go deeper and give more
free tips on String #3 
Hard Sell Tactics don't work!
Try these tips..

Coming soon... 


